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History

1. Estates of Credit Ridge

2. Upscale Executive Housing Special Policy Area single detached estate 

homes.

3. Cohesive and Compatible look within the community.

4. Promise that it was going to be an upscale executive community. Builders 

charged home buyers a heritage premium.
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CURRENT/PAST



CURRENT/PAST



Queen BRT???



Queen BRT???



City Services???



City Services???



Consolidation???



Consolidation???



Proposals!

1. Re-Zoning and removal of Housing Special 

Policy Area designation!

2. Proposals of multi-storey buildings!!

3. Incompatibility with immediate streets!!!
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Feedback

1. Incompatibility

2. Lack of comprehensive studies 

3. Overcrowding of Schools

4. Traffic Congestion & Road Safety Concerns

5. Environmental

6. Valuation
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2040 Vision???

The pattern of complete new neighborhoods expands out 

to the less developed and still greenfield edges of Brampton,

clustering around their nearby Town Centres. These new

neighborhoods model the most contemporary image of

intimate livability and responsible sustainability. Each has its

own local centre. They nestle within the green setting.

This Vision is a dream with its feet on the ground. It is also a

roadmap and a state of mind. It will surely be made by the 

local government and by other governments, but mostly it will 

be made by the engaged leadership, organization, wealth and 

tenacity within the community.

A vision is not a plan or policy or strategy that moves directly 

to implementation. Every one of its propositions has to be 

debated and fully evaluated against the best facts, even wider 

public engagement, the delegation of powers that are at hand, 

and the reality of financing, timing, capacities, and risk. Every 

one of its propositions needs a complete work program with 

technical analysis, public engagement, and negotiations with 

others who share authorities. As this happens,

every one of its propositions will evolve as it needs to.



The way to get started is to quit talking and begin 

doing.
Walt Disney
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Summary: STRONG 

OBJECTIONS

Intensification (such as the type being 

proposed within this area) should be 

prioritized in areas that can benefit from 

revitalization, are in close proximity to 

provincial highways, large transit hubs, 

shopping centers, hospitals, or post-

secondary institutions and where the 

surrounding infrastructure can be expanded 

to accommodate for growth.
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Thank you!

Credit Valley Residents Association

creditvalleyresidents@gmail.com

https://www.creditvalleyresidentsassociation.ca/
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SAYS YES

TO

2-3 Stories

Low Density

Sensible Development

SAYS NO

TO

Multi Stories

High Density

Traffic Congestion

https://www.creditvalleyresidentsassociation.ca/

